Fast feet fetch flag
By Vicente (Adventure Club)
I got the big flag! Then I got
three little flags so I really
helped my team
when we played
Capture the Flag.
It is a really
good
game
where
you
try
to
capture
five
flags.
Getting three
of them in the first
30 seconds is really
good. My friend
James (Adventure Club)
and I came up with
an
idea
to
get
the
flags.
James
went to the other
team’s side and acted
as a distraction. I went
to their side to get their flags
without them seeing me.
The only thing I didn’t like was
when someone got tagged
the other people would
puppy-guard the jail.

.

Lessons learned about nature and the ‘new normal’
Audrielle (Preschool) and Kanoa (Preschool) put their arms straight up above
their heads so they could be trees. Circle Time has included lessons about
autumn nature. They also put their arms straight out wide so they could share
an air hug. Circle Time has included lessons on how to be safe during the new
normal of COVID-19.

New game Sockey starts with boredom and a ball
By Jerry (Adventure Club)
Sockey was created in the morning before school when we were bored.
We found a soft mini-soccer ball and made a net with two chairs. Once
there was someone trying to block the shots. We started a game: without
picking up the ball, we attempt to shoot on the other side’s net. Sockey
has become a popular game at Spare Time. Photos (top): Jagger
(Adventure Club) in net, me shooting; (bottom) Jagger making a move.

Twist wrists

l

By James (Adventure Club)
If you want to get good
at foosball: practice,
have fast handy-dandy
wrist work and
accurate dribbling.
I consider myself okay.
I can beat some people
but not everyone.

Tall tower topples
By Ashly (Discovery Club)
I built a tower. It got tall
and then it fell. I was surprised.

Brick-By-Brick by brains
By David (Discovery Club)
Brick By Brick is the best
mind game. When I was
building Challenge #14
I thought, “How do
I finish this?!” I was
about to blow
my mind up
when suddenly
my brain started
thinking extra hard.
Brain power got
into my mind when
I was going to do
the last brick. 400 IQ
went into my mind
before I moved
to Challenge #15. I felt
like Jimmy Neutron!

Shape up
By Ketzia
(Adventure Club)
Tangram is a
Chinese wooden
puzzle. I used the
shapes to
make this
rabbit,
a crane,
a pear
and a spade.
The pear
was really easy
and the crane
was kind of
hard. There
are others
that I
want
to try
because
making
them
is
fun.

That’s the way the Cookie tumbles
By Winston (Explorers Club)
Once upon a time there was a cat called Cookie. He went
looking for a place to eat. There was a dog called Sugar
who was also looking for a
place to eat. They arrived
at the same store. Sugar
wanted to chase Cookie.
Cookie ran. He fell
into a bag of flour.
His whiskers
turned
white.
.

Messy McIntosh is an apple a day the marble way
By Peggy (Preschool)
I had a box and two marbles. I put red and yellow paint on the marbles.
I rolled the box back and forth. It made a mess on the apple. It looks nice.

Walking the dog
A stroll at 8370 Cartier Street in November 2020 revealed:
Nice (Discovery Club) said her name is from Turkey. A Staff said, “I have been
to Turkey.” Carolina (Discovery Club) said, “I have eaten turkey.” The saying
“birds of a feather flock together” seemed strangely appropriate for the table.
“This is oddly satisfying,” Vicente (Adventure Club) playing “bumpy rope” an
invented game of players constantly moving to keep a Chinese skipping rope
stretched in an ever-changing wide shape. Elastic energy.
Twins in Preschool. Twins in Explorers Club. Twins on the wait list. Twins applying
to attend in September 2021. Triplets anyone? Now that would be a first.
Photo: Feet feat by Nicolas (Explorers Club) who completes the “left foot, right
foot” puzzle with stylish feet. “My sox have lots of colors and they are so cozy.”

